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ABSTRACT 

 

It is expected that in future mobile users may freely access to any radio networks owned by different 

wireless service providers (WSPs) in a more dynamic manner. Thus, services from these WSPs may vary 

since WSPs deploy different radio access technologies (RAT).  In this paper, we study the price war 

between two WSPs operating in heterogeneous coverage area, which compete for users in an open 

wireless market. We construct a scenario where a wide area network WSP (e.g., WiMAX) providing user 

data services engages in a price competition with a hotspot coverage WSP (e.g., WLAN). We analyse a 

dynamics of price setting in an open mobile broadband market by means of a Monte- Carlo simulation. 

Accounting for changes in users demand, network costs, and capacity availability, we show whether price 

converges (does not) under spatial competition. Using a duopoly model for a WPSs competition, we 

characterize user demand fluctuation on a price change in the market. The results indicate that 

asymmetric markets are more competitive. 
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1 GENERAL  

 

In this paper, we investigate the problem of a price war in a mobile broadband access market. We 

envision a scenario where a newcomer WSP enters to the market with a presence of an incumbent WSP.  

By utilizing a system model of [1], two heterogeneous coverage area wireless service providers 

(WSPs) are considered (Fig.1). These WSPs would compete for users in an overlapping area providing 

services with attractive offers in terms of asked price and perceived QoS. The WSPs are setting a price 

per data packet sent so that the average price per served packet is the price weighted by user’s willingness 

to pay. We take in to account a user mobility, since the newcomer has a relatively short-range service 

coverage compared with the incumbent, its users would prefer be stationary. Moreover, a congestion cost 

is captured by the outage probability.  

FIGURE 1 MODEL OF HETEROGENEOUS MOBILE BROADBAND MARKET 
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We point out that this paper does not focus on pricing strategies [2] in general nor does it attempt to 

develop a complete theory of firms’ pricing behaviour. We discuss how price wars can affect the users’ 

choice (demand) and service providers’ profitability in a heterogeneous competing landscape.  

 

2 CONCLUSION  

 

This paper addresses a price war between two wireless service providers (a wide area network WSP, e.g., 

WiMAX, and a spot coverage WSP, e.g., WLAN) with heterogeneous coverage who compete against 

each other in an open wireless market. We analyse a dynamics of price setting in an open mobile 

broadband market by means of a time varying Markov-process model. The results indicate that 

asymmetric markets induce more competition among WSPs and a price war affects their profits 

negatively. Prices do not converge and stability, under our specific assumptions, is never reached. Users 

do not get satisfied with too much fluctuation in prices and their satisfaction get really low. In conclusion, 

we observe that from price war does not benefit any of the parties involved in the market and some 

regulatory schemes may bring better solutions. 
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